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Abstract: In the article, diagnosis of kids going through ADHD (Attention Deficit 
Hyperactivity Disorder) and helping strategies for teachers to deal with hyperactive 
pupil are analyzed. Briefly, hyperactivity is a difficulty in behavior and typical 
development that is noticed in pre-school and school-age children, which is 
characterized by attention and concentration problems as well as being very active 
and impulsive. It is crucial to keep a keen eye in children's behavior in class, because 
this behavior affects immediately in their emotional and social development. The 
strategies represented in this survey have a high efficiency in the improvement of 
these behaviors, emotions and results in the educational process.
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INTRODUCTION
Children's behavior and performance in school is the primary request of parents 

for their children and of teachers for their students. Based on my 15-year-experience 
as a teacher, the classes where the teaching process is proceeded have become noisier,
pupils have become more impulsive, they have an emphasized lack of attention and 
this typical behavior of them cause problems in class and other social and educational
environments, which also results on really low learning outcome. These pupils struggle
and waste a lot of energy just to be comfortable in their seat. They move constantly 
around the class, talk without permission and cannot finish their tasks completely. 
The fact that sometimes they have a really low concentration, results on tension-
filled situations in class. These are what we call pupils with ADHD (Attention Deficit 
Hyperactivity Disorder).

MATERIALS AND METHODS
"Hyperactivity as a term is getting more and more commonly used to characterize 

a child's behavior, a behavior that is characterized by emphasized impulsivity and 
lack of attention. Such a description of symptomatology, limited to impulsiveness 
and lack of attention, can frequently lead us to the wrong and unprofessional 
diagnosis of the child. As a rule, to meet diagnostic criteria, the symptoms should be 
present before the age of 7, although in many children such a diagnosis can only be 
established after the age of 7 when their behavior causes problems in school and 
other social settings" (Angel, 2017).

We have encountered such cases even in my many-years-experience as a teacher. 
This is an example that we want to mention.
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During the treatment of this case as a teacher we did not notice any positive result 
from this pupil. This led me to look more closely at the strategies and methods to 
solve the case in question. During the research studying the symptoms and responses 
to this case it was finding that according to Miller (2017) the Editorial Director of 
the Children Mind Institute the symptoms like: (a) he makes careless mistakes in 
school work, overlooks details; (b) he is easily distracted or sidetracked; (c) he has 
difficulty following instructions; (d) he does not seem to be listening when spoken to
directly; (e) he has trouble organizing tasks and possessions; (f) he often fails to finish
work in school or chores in the classroom; (g) he often avoids or resists tasks that 
require sustained mental effort, including doing homework; (h) he often loses homework
assignments, books, jackets, backpacks, sports equipment. These are all symptoms 
of emphasized hyperactivity of children that should be treated immediately and should 
be observed carefully by parents and also the homeroom teacher (Miller, 2017).

This made me realize that the one that should change the way of behaving with 
this pupil. The methods should be different from the ones used before.

According Zeingler Dendy (2006), a member of ADDITUDE's ADHD specialist 
panel, efficient methods that should be used by a teacher with a hyperactive pupil are:

(1) Reduce potential distractions: Always seat students, who have problems to 
focus near the source of instruction and/or stand near pupil when giving instructions 
in order to help the pupil by reducing barriers and distractions between him and the 
lesson. Always seat this pupil in a low-distraction work area in the classroom.

(2) Use positive peer models: Encourage the pupil to sit near positive role models 
to ease the distractions from other pupils with challenging or diverting behaviors.

(3) Prepare for transitions: Remind the pupil about what is coming next (next 
class, recess, time for a different book, etc). For special events like field trips or other 
activities, be sure to give plenty of advance notice and reminders. Help the pupil in 
preparing for the end of the day and going home, supervise the student's book bag 
for necessary items needed for homework.

(4) Allow for movement: Allow the pupil to move around or fidget, preferably by 
creating reasons for the movement. Provide opportunities for physical action and do 
an errand, wash the blackboard, get a drink of water, go to the bathroom, etc. If this 
is not practical, then permit the student to play with small objects kept in their desks 
that can be manipulated quietly, such as a soft squeeze ball, if it is not too distracting.

(5) Establish a positive relationship with students who have ADHD: Greet them 
by name as they enter the classroom or when calling on them in class. Create a class 
bulletin board for posting pupils' academic and extracurricular interests, artwork, 
photographs, and/or accomplishments.

Sergio�is�a�very�energetic�pupil�of�mine.�In�every�classroom�organization�he�always�
breaks�the�rules�set�by�the�other�pupils�of�the�classroom.�I�drew�attention�to�him�to�
be�quieter,�to�stay�next�to�his�seat,�to�listen�carefully�to�his�friends'�thoughts,�to�talk�
when�he�is�given�the�permission�to�and�to�complete�the�tasks�given�to�him.�As�a�
result�of�this�frustration�he�always�takes�negative�marks�in�tests,�forgets�the�

materials�needed�and�does�not�bring�his�homework
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RESULTS AND CONCLUDING REMARKS
The proposed recommendations had a common purpose, for us, teachers, to learn 

the proper methods to deal better with the problems of this type. In this approach we 
learn how to encourage pupils to behave positively and how to discourage negative 
behaviors. As teachers, we should help these children to control their emotions and 
learn ways to cope with their thoughts and feelings in the general sense.

Strategies in teaching:
(1) It is necessary to divide the task in small steps.
(2) Arrange extracurricular activities that improve the social skills of the pupils 

and strengthen their relationship with their classmates.
(3) Call them often by their name and eliminate as much as possible things that 

attract their attention.
(4) Repeat instructions as much as possible.
Adjustment of the environment:
(1) These pupils should be always seated in the front row;
(2) Teacher should allow and give them reasons to move around the classroom.
Manners management:
(1) Teacher should allow the requested position.
(2) In is necessary to give them more time to finish task compared to other pupils.
(3) Motivate them more about their work.
(4) Teacher should be patient and devoted to these cases.
In conclusion, it should be mentioned that teachers play an extremely important 

role in the management and somehow the treatment of these disorders.
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